In addition to this valuation theory, we will also make use of the "contracted is a prime (resp. primary) ideal that has an immediate predecessor in the set of all prime (resp. primary) ideals partially ordered by inclusion. A lower prime ideal (resp. lower primary ideal) is a prime (resp. primary) ideal that has an immediate successor in the set of all prime (resp. primary) ideals partially ordered by inclusion.
The ideals of the form P?, are the upper prime ideals of A, and the ideals of (b) PML is the largest primary ideal contained in M that does not contain g.
Note. We will drop the subscript M from the valuation map VM, the prime ideals P", P8, P" , and the primary ideals PM|8i PM\ in this and succeeding proofs when this will lead to no confusion.
Proof, (a) It is a routine matter to verify that P|8 is an ideal of A. We claim that (P|8)1/2 = Pe. It is sufficient to show that P < P|8 C P8. Clearly Pg C P|8, and since g6P|8-P , P < P|8. Let/eP|g. Then V (fh) > V (g) for some h £A -P8, so fh £ P8. Since h£ P8, f £ P8, and we have P|8 C P8.
Now suppose that /reP|8
and r£ (P|8)1/2 = P8. Since /r£P|8, V{fr) + V{s)= V(f) + V{rs)> V{g) fot some s £A-P8. Since r £ P8 and s£ Pe, rs £
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Finally, let / be any primary ideal contained in M that contains g. If P8
C /, then P\e C / and we are done, so assume that / C Pg. Let / £ P\e. Then Vifh)> Vig) for some h£A~P8. Since / is a contracted ideal, fh £ J. And since h 4 Pe, h 4 ]1/2 C Pg, so / £ J, and we have P\e C /.
(b) It is a routine matter to verify that P\ is an ideal of A. We claim that (P| )1/2 = Ps. It is sufficient to show that P < P\ <PB. Clearly P\ C P8, and since g £P8-P\gl P\g<P8.
Let / e P . For all h £ A -P8, V0>)<V(g), so V(/)> 2V (g)> K(g)+ V(h) for all ¿ eA-P8, and therefore / e P| . Since g2 eP\ -P , we have P < PI .
'g g' g 'g Now suppose that fr eP\ and r 4 (P| )1/2 = P8. Let s eA-P8. Then rs 4P8, so since fr £ P\ , V (fr) > V ig) + V irs). This implies that Vif) > Vig) + Vis).
Since 5 is arbitrary, / £ P\ , and P\ is primary.
Finally, let / be any primary ideal contained in M that properly contains P\ . If P8 C /, then g £ I and we are done, so assume that
contracted ideal, gh £ I. And since h 4Pe> h 4 < C P8, so g £ I. Q.E.D.
As we observed in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we always have P < P\ < In our next theorem we show that, just as in the ring C, every nonprime primary ideal of A is either an upper or a lower primary ideal. 
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(a) Clearly P|8* C /. Let / £ ]. We want to show that V (/') + V ih) > V ig *)
for some h eA-P8* . This is clear if V (f ) > Vig*), so assume that V (f )< V(g*). Then there exists /' eA suchthat V(f')=V(f) and g*/f ' £ A. We have V (f) + Vig*/f') = V ig ), so the proof of (a) will be complete if we show that g*/f' 4 P8 -First, note that (*) for all k £ N, Vig{k)) + Vif) > Vig*). We want to show that V (/) < V(g*) + V (Ä) for some ¿ eA-P8*. This is clear if V(f) < Vig*), so assume that V if) >Vig*). Then there exists /"'e A such that V(/")=V(/) and f " / g* e A. We have V(/) = V (g ) + V if"/g*), so the proof of (b) will be complete if we show that f"¡g 4 Pe ' First, note that (**) for all k£N, Vif) < Vig*) + V(g(fc)).
This if clear if g,,. 6 / since then V ig,,.) > V(/). Suppose that g,,, ^ /, and let m be the smallest positive integer such that g?î . e /. Then vif) < vig"k)) = v(g-1) + vig(k)) < Vig*) + v(gU)) since g^" ! / /, and we have (**). Now by (**), V(f"/g*) < V(g(k)) for all k e A. As in the proof of (a), this implies that f"Ig* 4 P8 ' Q-E.D. If we assume, in addition, that VM ig) > N (i.e. that g e P*), then (c) PM|8 = !/ e A: VMif) > V^ig^-1) for all n e N\, <d> Pm\g = V€A-V^fï> VMigl+)1) for some n e N\.
Proof, (a) C is clear and was used several times in the proof of Theorem 2.2.
For the reverse inclusion, suppose that V(f) > Vig, ,). Then
Therefore / e P8.
(b) This has been noted previously and is restated here only for emphasis.
(c) Suppose that V(f)> V{g^~1) fot all n £ N. If V(f) > V{g), then fe P|8; so assume that V(f)<V(g).
Choose h£A suchthat Z (h) ={x e X: Vx (/) < Vx(g)} and Vx(A) = Vx(g)-Vx(/) for all xeZ(£). Then V (/) + V(h) = V(g), and
we claim that h £ P8. For assume, on the contrary, that h £ P8. Then for some k£N, V(h) > V(g,k)), and so V(f)< V (g)-V {g(k)). Now since
we have V(/)< V(g)_ V(g(/fe)) < Wg2^" ' ), a contradiction.
For the reverse inclusion, let f £ P|8, and let n £ N. We want to show that > Vif) > Vihm) for all in, m) £ Ax A. Now since P¿ < M, P¿ C P* and so g e P*. Therefore V (g{k)) > V(g,k + 1}) for all k£N, so V(g{n))>V(f) for ail « e A. and we have f 4 P8. Since clearly f £ P., P8 < P.. From now on we restrict ourselves to the consideration of deep ideals of A.
We do so for two reasons. (o i*-(na€Ae.) n (nß€Bpß\/ß) n (nreTpy\ly\ w /1/2=(naeAea)n(nyeeBp^)n(ny<rP/7)I (e) /:/1/2 = (n^ßP^|^)n(nrerPr|/r). We show now that the answer is no. A we have V\aeA¡afp Jat Jß.
In our final theorem we give a necessary condition for a deep ideal / to be an intersection of primary ideals.
If the intersection of all the minimal primary ideals of / is irredundant, the condition is also a sufficient condition for / to be an intersection of primary ideals. Z(f)P N£C\IJ.
